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See also the Britannica Classic by Roger Fry: The early s was a period of great vitality for Parisian literary and
artistic activity. The sensitive dynamism of this youthful period, with the inner feverishness that it reveals,
foreshadows the daring innovations of Fauvism and of modern Expressionism , particularly the works of
Maurice de Vlaminck and Georges Rouault. He took with him Marie-Hortense Fiquet, a young woman who
had become his mistress the previous year and whom he married in There he began to paint landscapes,
exploring ways to depict nature faithfully and at the same time to express the feelings it inspired in him. He
began to approach his subjects the way his Impressionist friends did; in two landscapes from this time, Snow
at Estaque â€”71 and The Wine Market , the composition is that of his early style, but already more
disciplined and more attentive to the atmospheric, rather than dramatic, quality of light. In January
Marie-Hortense gave birth to a son. There and at the nearby town of Auvers he began seriously to learn the
techniques and theories of Impressionism from Pissarro, who of his painter friends was the only one patient
enough to teach him despite his difficult personality. The two artists painted together intermittently through ,
taking their canvases all over the countryside and painting out-of-doors, a technique that was still considered
radical. Although he used the techniques of these young artists, he did not share their concern with
emphasizing the objective vision presented by the light emanating from an object; rather, his explorations
emphasized the underlying structure of the objects he painted. Already he was composing with cubic masses
and architectonic lines; his strokes, unlike those of the Impressionists, were not strewn with colour, but they
complemented each other in a chromatic unity. His most famous painting of this period, The House of the
Suicide , illustrates these forces at work. He made sojourns to Estaque in , and in to Aix-en-Provence, where
he had to endure the insults of his tyrannical father, whose financial help he needed to survive since his
canvases were still not finding buyers. The single exception to this lack of patronage was the connoisseur
Victor Chocquet, whose portrait he painted in These landscapes contain compositions of grand and calm
horizontals in which the even up-and-down strokes create a clean prismatic effect and an implacable blue sea
spreads wide across the canvases. Like all his mature landscapes, these paintings have the exciting and
radically new quality of simultaneously representing deep space and flat design. In works such as these, he
chose to rediscover a more substantial reality of simple forms behind the glimmering veil of appearances: One
must learn to paint from these simple figures. Other striking landscapes from this period are the prismatic
landscapes of Gardanne The Mills of Gardanne, c. In most cases he treats the background with the same care
as the subject and often violently distorts facial colour to bring it in harmony with the total composition. He
organized them as though they were architectural drawings, giving the most familiar objects significance and
force through the intensity of the colour and the essential simplicity of the form. Although he had great
admiration for many other painters, he disagreed with the objectives of all but himself; painters who narrated
events, as did the Romantics and the Old Masters, and painters who only represented natureâ€”as did the
Impressionistsâ€”seemed to him to lack a standard of purpose that only his own art possessed. At the same
time, he was not a truly abstract painter, for the ideas of structure that he wished to express were about reality,
not design. In this, he was the major source of inspiration for the Cubist painters. He had married
Marie-Hortense six months earlier, and, after a year in Paris in , Marie-Hortense and their son moved there
permanently. He felt capable of creating a new vision. From to he produced masterpieces, one after another:
He was obsessed with his work, which was time-consuming since he painted slowly. Helen Birch Bartlett
Memorial Collection, Photograph by Trish Mayo. By the turn of the century his fame had begun to spread,
and, since he was rarely seen by anyone, he became something of a legendary figure. The National Gallery in
Berlin purchased a landscape as early as Pines and Rocks Fontainebleau? Photograph by Stephen Sandoval. I
become one with my picture. In the last of the great Bathers paintings â€”05 he succeeded in integrating
monumental nudes with a landscape in his structural vision of reality. He died a few days later and was buried
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in Aix-en-Provence. His hope that his paintings would serve as a form of education for other artists was
achieved when a number of important painters purchased his work, including Paul Gauguin , Pablo Picasso ,
Pierre Bonnard , Kazimir Malevich , Henri Matisse , and Marcel Duchamp.
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Roger Fry's classic study of the art and life of Paul CÃ©zanne, originally published in , has been acclaimed as a
paradigm critical work for its clarity, perception, and originality. Himself an artist, Fry rejected prevailing modes of
criticism, believing that form, not subject matter, should be.

He was strongly encouraged to make this decision by Zola, who was already living in the capital at the time.
Over the course of the following decade their landscape painting excursions together, in Louveciennes and
Pontoise , led to a collaborative working relationship between equals. Later in his career, he became more
interested in working from direct observation and gradually developed a light, airy painting style. Throughout
his life he struggled to develop an authentic observation of the seen world by the most accurate method of
representing it in paint that he could find. To this end, he structurally ordered whatever he perceived into
simple forms and colour planes. His statement "I want to make of impressionism something solid and lasting
like the art in the museums", [18] and his contention that he was recreating Poussin "after nature" underscored
his desire to unite observation of nature with the permanence of classical composition. He continued to submit
works to the Salon until In that year, through the intervention of fellow artist Antoine Guillemet , he exhibited
Portrait de M. In later years a few individual paintings were shown at various venues, until , when the Parisian
dealer, Ambroise Vollard , gave the artist his first solo exhibition. He concentrated on a few subjects and was
equally proficient in each of these genres: Like the landscapes, his portraits were drawn from that which was
familiar, so that not only his wife and son but local peasants, children and his art dealer served as subjects. His
still lifes are at once decorative in design, painted with thick, flat surfaces, yet with a weight reminiscent of
Gustave Courbet. He was taken home by a passing driver. The artists of the refused works included the young
Impressionists , who were considered revolutionary. His works of this period [32] are characterized by dark
colours and the heavy use of black. He later called these works, mostly portraits, une couillarde "a coarse word
for ostentatious virility". He was declared a draft dodger in January , but the war ended the next month, in
February, and the couple moved back to Paris, in the summer of The artist received from his father a monthly
allowance of francs. In , he attracted the attention of the collector Victor Chocquet , whose commissions
provided some financial relief. This was on the upper floor, and an enlarged window was provided, allowing
in the northern light but interrupting the line of the eaves. This feature remains today. He painted with Renoir
there in and visited Renoir and Monet in A run of paintings of this mountain from to and others of Gardanne
from to are sometimes known as "the Constructive Period". By the family was in the former manor, Jas de
Bouffan, a substantial house and grounds with outbuildings, which afforded a new-found comfort. This house,
with much-reduced grounds, is now owned by the city and is open to the public on a restricted basis. A letter
from demonstrates that their friendship endured. From until his death he was beset by troubling events and he
withdrew further into his painting, spending long periods as a virtual recluse. His paintings became
well-known and sought after and he was the object of respect from a new generation of painters. The problems
began with the onset of diabetes in , destabilizing his personality to the point where relationships with others
were again strained. He traveled in Switzerland, with Hortense and his son, perhaps hoping to restore their
relationship. In he turned to Catholicism. The labyrinthine landscape of the quarries must have struck a note,
as he rented a cabin there in and painted extensively from it. The shapes are believed to have inspired the
embryonic "Cubist" style. Also in that year, his mother died, an upsetting event but one which made
reconciliation with his wife possible. He sold the empty nest at Jas de Bouffan and rented a place on Rue
Boulegon, where he built a studio. He needed a place to be by himself. In he bought some land along the
Chemin des Lauves, an isolated road on some high ground at Aix, and commissioned a studio to be built there
now open to the public. He moved there in Meanwhile, in , he had drafted a will excluding his wife from his
estate and leaving everything to his son. The relationship was apparently off again; she is said to have burned
the mementos of his mother. He wanted to see and sense the objects he was painting, rather than think about
them. Ultimately, he wanted to get to the point where "sight" was also "touch". He would take hours
sometimes to put down a single stroke because each stroke needed to contain "the air, the light, the object, the
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composition, the character, the outline, and the style". The atmosphere surrounding what he was painting was
a part of the sensational reality he was painting. From him we have learned that to alter the coloring of an
object is to alter its structure. His work proves without doubt that painting is notâ€”or not any longerâ€”the art
of imitating an object by lines and colors, but of giving plastic [solid, but alterable] form to our nature. It was
recovered in a Serbian police raid in As of , it was the most expensive still life ever sold at an auction.
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Chapter 4 : Cezanne a Study of His Development by Roger Fry
An early and eloquent treatise about the father of modern art; essential reading for anyone interested in a deeper
experience of Cezanne's vision.

Chapter 5 : - Cezanne A Study Of His Development by Roger Fry
Pellerin's collection is so much the most representative of all the various phases of CÃ©zanne's art in existence, that a
study of it is essential to understanding his development. It does not, therefore, interfere with the general bearing of the
present essay that the majority of examples chosen are drawn thence.

Chapter 6 : Paul CÃ©zanne - Wikipedia
That at least is how I would endeavour to outline the But when one speaks specific character of Cezanne's art. thus of to
Cezanne it is necessary Cezanne in the plenitude of after to to explain that all this refers his development. full of of
Mediterranean exuberance.
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Save roger fry CÃ©zanne: A Study of His Development to get e-mail alerts and updates on your eBay Feed. + Items in
search results 0 results found for roger fry CÃ©zanne: A Study of His Development, so we searched for roger fry
cezanne: a study of his development.

Chapter 8 : "Cezanne: A Study of his Development" by Roger Fry : EBTH
The second anecdote of Cezanne's life which affords vivid contrast with the one above is so a. than the intense humility
which they that his was a genius that could only attain its true development through the complete suppression of his
subjective impulses.
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